ON CONDITION MONITORING
Jack Poley

Complexity in
Oil Analysis:
Part XII

Timing is everything, but there’s
more to sensors and sampling
operating together.
Let’s revisit, in perhaps a different context, a comparison
of events I presented numbers of columns ago and pay particular attention to the timing aspect of information, as depicted in the chart on the next page (see Figure 1).
There are four examples of a theoretical diesel engine
monitoring sequence wherein both static episodic bench
testing (offline) and dynamic (online) sensor monitoring are
employed. The advent of Tier 1 OA in the first decade of the
21st Century has introduced a time-phase element that heretofore didn’t exist, with respect to in-service lubricant testing
and monitoring.
While this is a wonderful development, it also introduces
yet another level of complexity, along with added insight, to
an evaluator’s job. Only when a sensor detects a problem at
relatively nearly the same time a Tier 2/3 (offline/offsite)
analysis is being performed, do real-time data synchronize
with episodic testing. When the two data types are not in

sync, more often the case, there are certain considerations to,
well, consider.
Scenario 1: Something occurs that is alertable via sensor,
immediately following a “normal” test sample. This is a sensor’s most shining moment, maximum pre-alert.
Scenario 2: The rarer occurrence of near-simultaneous
(and corroborating) warnings from both static and dynamic.
The primary benefit is the added corroboration and confidence that is provided, justifying specific maintenance decisions.
Scenario 3: A sensor reading provides an alert that is later
vetted with bench testing. The level of the sensor alert might
determine if a sample needs to be tested further immediately
(much easier to opt for if Tier 2 onsite testing is available).
Scenario 4: The sensor is not in the assessment picture
because its sensitivity is not sufficient for the problem at
hand or sensors installed don’t address that type of trauma.
Stepping back and looking at just the overall OA aspect,
and not necessarily the specific suite of tests (yet) or sensors
involved (yet), we now have the ability to match up with VIB
in real-time, certainly a major gain, and we thus can fill in
the blanks to some extent between scheduled sample results.
Thermography, an often useful role player for the two primary non-destructive tests (NDT), OA and VIB,* can be put

*Referring to the July 2013 TLT article, this is only valid if the traditional independence of VIB and OA testing and measuring activities are harnessed into an
overarching philosophy of CM tool integration. While this is beginning to occur in isolated instances, it is not yet a rooted practice.
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Figure 2.

Figure 2 | The interplay of online (sensors) and offline oil analysis.
fluids and 100 C for reciprocating engines and compressors,
as well as a variety of axle lubricants.
While there’s no argument that a sensor provides a more
accurate VIS, there is something to be said about a VIS value
that is abnormal, and a sensor-based VIS reading, while perhaps not as sensitive, is able to spot clear departures from

AD
Place Holder

reasonable values versus the fluid’s specs. As important as
VIS is within the variety of tests available, it could be too late
if a major trauma, such as a fuel leak into a diesel engine
crankcase, develops significantly before the next routine
sample is to be lab-tested. Assessment: Here the sensor has at
least a slight edge, and maybe more, if basic fluid characteristics
change at a rapid, significant pace.
Fuel Dilution—while one could set up an FTIR in Tier 2
(onsite) position, that’s probably the closest one could get to
providing credible fuel dilution measurements. I’m on record
for stating I don’t like the notion of fuel dilution measurement using FTIR. It’s relatively insensitive, at best 5 percent
first detection quantity. More important, unless one has constructed reference samples with very similar fuels as are used
in the diesel engine under test, there is little confidence to be
had with the result. Can it be done? Sure, if there’s a stable
source of fuel used over time, wherein the fuel’s properties
are repeatable, batch after batch, delivery after delivery. It’s
simpler to use GC (gas chromatography), but one is not likely to find a GC onboard a drilling rig, though it could be installed. Assessment: One could also apply a flash point to Tier
2 level; that leaves direct fuel dilution measurement to the labs
at Tier 3 (offsite).
Next column we’ll sort this out to some extent for all testing tiers, and some tests and component types, including the
notion of wear particle development. As to the latter, perhaps
timing is not everything. Perhaps size also matters.

Jack Poley is managing partner of Condition Monitoring
International (CMI), Miami, consultants in fluid analysis. You
can reach him at jpoley@conditionmonitoringintl.com. For
more information about CMI, visit www.conditionmonitoringintl.com.
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